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Free read Leadership and the sexes using gender science to
create success in business (Read Only)
digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the sexes in science and history an inquiry into the dogma of woman s
inferiority to man by eliza burt gamble digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book
has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature reproduction of the original
reprint of the original first published in 1875 sex gender presents a relatively new way to think about how biological difference can be
produced over time in response to different environmental and social experiences this book gives a clearly written explanation of the
biological and cultural underpinnings of gender anne fausto sterling provides an introduction to the biochemistry neurobiology and
social construction of gender with expertise and humor in a style accessible to a wide variety of readers in addition to the basics sex
gender ponders the moral ethical social and political side to this inescapable subject an interview with the author womr the lowdown
with ira wood sex an gender identity with anne fausto sterling publicbroadcasting net womr jukebox action viewmedia mediaid 1025429
everybody knows that men and women are different but behind this knowledge lies a certain uneasiness how different are they what is
the extent of the difference what significance does it have for the way male and female behave and are treated in society while the first
questions are factual ones the last is a question of value in practice of course fact and value are not always separated and the confusion
between them has been crucial in the debate about sex differences this debate has been carried on much more keenly during some
historical periods than others it seems to be revived at times when the existing roles and statuses of male and female are changing the
enduring questions are these does the source of the many differences between the sexes lie in biology or culture if biology determines
male and female roles how does it determine them how much influence does culture have these questions are more meaningful now
than they were in the previous debates about sex differences for the simple reason that we are now able to disregard if we wish almost
all the socalled consequences of the reproductive division between the sexes fertility control and the safe artificial feeding of infants
enable couples to choose when they shall have babies and who shall feed them the former is an achievement of personal relevance for
all women while the latter is of potential though usually underrated relevance to both sexes since it makes it possible to distribute both
the work and the joy of childrearing between people regardless of their biological sex that is it could bring men back into the home
introduction we have discussed whether any conclusion to this book is really necessary the fact is that neither of us have a definite
answer we are inclined to believe that emphasizing certain points is necessary we both believe quite strongly in the acceptance of every
human being with all their flaws just as we want our flaws to be accepted that does not mean we accept or tolerate unacceptable
behavior as a woman i seek the strong emotional attachment with another human being whether it s with a man or a woman is
immaterial to me i believe this kind of connection is more important to women my interest in why we enter relationships and what we
seek in them is what motivated me to write this book i formulated the areas i wanted to discuss and laid out the chapters accordingly
sex and the act of it is not what this book is about this book is about relationships sex is a natural and basic part of human relationships
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and is therefore discussed but as mentioned throughout it is a basic instinct and drives the male in a much different way than the
female i realized during the course of this writing that news on what people are currently up to has given us much to write about a few
examples include reggie white s ignorant and inane comments the sexual wanderings of a us president and picketing the funerals of
barry goldwater and frank sinatra who are labeled as the cause of gays and lesbians taking over our government and the entertainment
industry this book is not about gays or gay rights it is about people it is about you and me the way we relate to each other and the way
we marry and live together the united states constitution has already been interpreted to provide a variety of family related protections
which if applied consistently also protect same sex couples and their children only by radically reformulating and severely undermining
existing protections can courts and commentators justify the claim that the federal constitution does not offer a wealth of family
protections including the right to marry a same sex partner discussing the constitutional implications of civil unions with a special focus
on how they might be treated in the interstate context strasser explains how the courts and commentators have reworked and
significantly weakened a variety of constitutional protections in their attempts to establish that same sex couples are not afforded
constitutional protections he further suggests that the constitutional protections for religion support rather than undermine the
constitutional protection of same sex unions how our stone age brains made modern society and why it matters for relationships
between men and women as countless love songs movies and self help books attest men and women have long sought different things
the result seemingly inevitable conflict yet we belong to the most cooperative species on the planet isn t there a way we can use this
capacity to achieve greater harmony and equality between the sexes in the war of the sexes paul seabright argues that there is but first
we must understand how the tension between conflict and cooperation developed in our remote evolutionary past how it shaped the
modern world and how it still holds us back both at home and at work drawing on biology sociology anthropology and economics
seabright shows that conflict between the sexes is paradoxically the product of cooperation the evolutionary niche the long dependent
childhood carved out by our ancestors requires the highest level of cooperative talent but it also gives couples more to fight about men
and women became experts at influencing one another to achieve their cooperative ends but also became trapped in strategies of
manipulation and deception in pursuit of sex and partnership in early societies economic conditions moved the balance of power in
favor of men as they cornered scarce resources for use in the sexual bargain today conditions have changed beyond recognition yet
inequalities between men and women persist as the brains talents and preferences we inherited from our ancestors struggle to deal
with the unpredictable forces unleashed by the modern information economy men and women today have an unprecedented
opportunity to achieve equal power and respect but we need to understand the mixed inheritance of conflict and cooperation left to us
by our primate ancestors if we are finally to escape their legacy in this fascinating study of relations between the sexes e b duffey
explores the complex interplay between biology culture and social structures with a focus on the historical and evolutionary foundations
of gender relations this book provides valuable insight into the ways in which our views of gender have been shaped by the societies in
which we live duffey s work is an essential resource for anyone interested in the social cultural and biological underpinnings of human
sexuality this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
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support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant provides a
reassessment of the question of sexual difference taking into account shifts in feminist thought post humanist theories and queer
studies this collection of essays offers insights into the question of sexual difference from a post feminist perspective and how it is
reformulated in various related areas of study such as ontology motherhood and the relationships of the sexes is a classical and a rare
book that has been considered important throughout the human history and so that this work is never forgotten we at alpha editions
have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for present and future generations this whole book
has been reformatted retyped and redesigned these books are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence their text is
clear and readable this remarkable book falls within the genres of social sciences the family marriage sex and gender why can t a
woman be more like a man what is this thing called feminine intuition why are men better at reading maps and women at other people
s characters the answers lie in the basic biological differences between the male and female brain which say the authors make it
impossible for the sexes to share equal emotional or intellectual qualities all men and both sexes explores the use of such universal
terms as people man or human in early modern england from the civil war through the enlightenment such language falsely implies
inclusion of both men and women when actually it excludes women recent scholarship has focused on the rights of man doctrine from
the enlightenment and the french revolution as explanation for women s exclusion from citizenship according to hilda smith we need to
go back further to the english revolution and the more grounded but equally restricted values tied to the free born englishman citing
educational treatises advice literature to young people guild records popular periodicals and parliamentary debates she demonstrates
how the male maturation process came to define the qualities attached to citizenship and responsible adulthood which in turn became
the basis for modern individualism and liberalism by the eighteenth century a new discourse of sensibility was describing women as
dependent beings outside the state in a separate sphere and in need of protection this excluded women from reform debates forcing
them to seek not an extension of a democratic franchise but a specific women s suffrage focused on gender difference during the
successive reprints of the first edition of this work published in 1871 i was able to introduce several important corrections and now that
more time has elapsed i have endeavoured to profit by the fiery ordeal through which the book has passed and have taken advantage
of all the criticisms which seem to me sound i am also greatly indebted to a large number of correspondents for the communication of a
surprising number of new facts and remarks these have been so numerous that i have been able to use only the more important ones
and of these as well as of the more important corrections i will append a list some new illustrations have been introduced and four of
the old drawings have been replaced by better ones done from life by mr t w wood i must especially call attention to some observations
which i owe to the kindness of prof huxley given as a supplement at the end of part i on the nature of the differences between the
brains of man and the higher apes i have been particularly glad to give these observations because during the last few years several
memoirs on the subject have appeared on the continent and their importance has been in some cases greatly exaggerated by popular
writers i may take this opportunity of remarking that my critics frequently assume that i attribute all changes of corporeal structure and
mental power exclusively to the natural selection of such variations as are often called spontaneous whereas even in the first edition of
the origin of species i distinctly stated that great weight must be attributed to the inherited effects of use and disuse with respect both
to the body and mind i also attributed some amount of modification to the direct and prolonged action of changed conditions of life this
scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
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marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment
for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original
work this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original
book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1912 edition excerpt introduction the subject of true hermaphroditism
or bisexuality is one that for ages has absorbed the master minds of science and philosophy and the true cause of the phenomena of
hermaphroditism is one of the greatest of mysteries known to past generations in this work on bisexual man the authors set forth an
hypothesis as to the descent of the present human race from ancient bisexual ancestors contending that there has been an evolution of
separate sexes from bisexual man and that the present males and females or men and women are but the deteriorated representatives
of once superior human creatures bisexual beings also that what we have so long assumed to be a rare freak of nature i e
hermaphroditism is really but a partial return to the original type of perfect bisexual man it is to be noted that this hypothesis is in direct
opposition to the theory of descent from lower or anthropoidal types according to the darwinian hypothesis instead the authors present
the revolutionary theory of descent from superior bisexual beings through processes of degeneration with the implied countertheory of
the future ascent of present dependent unisexual beings to the original bisexual independent state through processes of regeneration
insomuch as the subject is a mooted and unproven one it is sincerely hoped that press and public will suspend judgment until the facts
proofs and conclusions herein presented are most carefully and scientifically reviewed in the spirit of earnest and conscientious inquiry
after the truth in the first chapter of this volume we have compiled data which scientific research has obtained in regard to the present
condition of the sexes vestigial sexual organs hermaphroditism etc in order purchase of this book includes free trial access to million
books com where you can read more than a million books for free this is an ocr edition with typos excerpt from book chapter ii the sexes
and criticism of sexual selection i to gain a firmer and broader foundation on which to base a theory of the differences between the
sexes it is necessary to take another review of the facts of the case instead of considering the differences as they are expressed in the
successive classes of animals it will be more convenient to arrange them for themselves according as they affect habit size length of life
and the like the review must again be merely representative without any attempt at completeness male and female coccus insects a
part of a cactus plant with the excrescences due to coccus insects b male c female 2 general habit let us begin with an extreme yet well
known case the female cochineal insect laden with reserve products in the form of the well known pigment spendsmuch of its life like a
mere quiescent gall on the cactus plant the male on the other hand in his adult state is agile restless and short lived now this is no mere
curiosity of the entomologist but in reality a vivid emblem of what is an aver age truth throughout the world of animals the
preponderating passivity of the females the predominant activity of the males these coccus insects are the martyrs of their respective
sexes take another illustration again somewhat extreme there is a troublesome threadworm heterodcra schachtii infesting the turnip
plant which parallels in more ways than one the contrast of the coccus insects the adult male is agile and like many another
threadworm the adult female however is quiescent and bloated like a drawn out lemon it may be asked how ever is not this merely the
natural nemesis of parasitism the life history answers this objection the tw this varied and impressive volume is a record of the major
presentations at the nato advanced research workshop on the development of sex differences and similarities in behavior held at
chateau de bonas gers france july 14 18 1992 a rare pleasure rooting gender and consumption in the actions of people making their
own history these brilliant essays move from nineteenth century pinups to the formation of gendered modernity once you ve savored
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this volume you ll never think of modern life in the same way again temma kaplan author of red city blue period one of the preeminent
natural philosophers of the enlightenment benjamin thompson started out as a farm boy with a practical turn of mind his inventions
include the rumford fireplace insulated clothing the thermos convection ovens double boilers double paned glass and an improved sloop
he was knighted by king george iii and became a count of the holy roman emperor thompson s popularity with women eclipsed his
achievements though he was married twice and had affairs with many other prominent women including the wife of boston printer
isaiah thomas and that of a doctor who would crew the first balloon to cross the english channel he even fathered a child by the court
mistress of the prince elector and had affairs with several other german noblewomen drawing on thompson s correspondence and
diaries this book examines his friendships and romantic relationships this book examines the impact of scientific and sexologic theories
on the creation of character in the prose of two moderns hemingway and h d through examples and case studies from companies like
kodak nike nintendo home depot proctor gamble avon and disney this book maintains that ignoring gender balance actually impedes
the true potential of any business this volume collects and introduces some of the best writing on sexual behaviour and gender
differences in ancient greece and rome including four chapters newly translated from german and french for centuries discussions of
sexuality and gender in the ancient world if they took place at all focussed on how the roles and spheres of the sexes were divided while
men occupied the public sphere of the community ranged through the greek and roman worlds and participated in politics courts
theatre and sport women kept to the home sex occupied a separate sphere in scholarly terms restricted to specialists in ancient
medicine and then the subjects were transformed first by sir kenneth dover then by michel foucault this book charts and illustrates the
extraordinary evolution of scholarly investigation of a once hidden aspect of the ancient world in doing so it sheds light on fascinating
and curious aspects of ancient lives and thought originally published in english in 1927 this study discusses the physical differences
between men and women and how this affected the views of men and women of society with all known information at the time the
author also details perceived mental differences between the sexes and finishes with a brief cultural history of women s place in society
this title will be of interest to students of gender studies and history this is a study of debate over sexuality and sexual morality that
roiled politics in germany between 1880 and 1914 all parties involved understood it to be a debate over the most fundamental question
of modern political life how to secure both national power and individual freedom in the context of rapid social and cultural change on
gender and communication this is a new release of the original 1912 edition based on a series shown on cable s the learning channel a
famous behaviorist shares his original and often startling take on human nature gender roles and the equality between men and women
that appears our ancestral cultures mary wollstonecraft wrote these two novellas at the beginning and end of her years of writing and
political activism though written at different times they explore some of the same issues ideals of femininity as celebrated by the cult of
sensibility the unequal education of women and domestic subjugation mary counters the contemporary trend of weak emotional
heroines with the story of an intelligent and creative young woman who educates herself through her close friendships with men and
women darker and more overtly feminist the wrongs of woman is set in an insane asylum where a young woman has been wrongly
imprisoned by her husband by presenting the novellas in light of such texts as wollstonecraft s letters her polemical and educational
prose similar works by other feminists and political reformists the literature of sentiment and contemporary medical texts this edition
encourages an appreciation of the complexity and sophistication of wollstonecraft s writing goals as a radical feminist in the 1790s
academic superstars andrew ross edward said and henry louis gates jr bad boy filmmakers quentin tarantino spike lee and brian de
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palma what do these influential contemporary figures have in common in cool men and the second sex susan fraiman identifies them all
with cool masculinity and boldly unpacks the gender politics of their work according to fraiman cool men rebel against a mainstream
defined as maternal bad boys resist the authority of women and banish mothers to the realm of the uncool as a result despite their
hipness or because of it these men too often feel free to ignore the insights of feminist thinkers through subtle close readings fraiman
shows that even gates champion of black women s writing and even queer theorists bent on undoing gender binaries at times end up
devaluing women in favor of men and masculinity a wide ranging and fair minded analysis cool men acknowledges the invaluable
contributions of its subjects while also deciphering the gender codes and baring the contradictions implicit in their work affirming the
legacy of second wave feminist scholars and drawing as well on the intersectional work of third wavers cool men helps to reinvent
feminist critique for the twenty first century in our society the argument for or against same sex marriage becomes even more heated
when the debate turns to bisexual women and men bisexuality and same sex marriage thoughtfully explores this debate from a wide
range of interdisciplinary perspectives presenting respected scholars from fields as diverse as american studies communication
criminology human and organizational systems law and social policy lgbt studies organizational behavior psychology sociology women s
studies and queer studies this clear viewed volume is organized into three perspectives theoretical research and personal that frame
the debate from a macro to micro level of analysis this book goes beyond the intense acrimony and divisiveness to rationally examine
the issue from various viewpoints and through the latest research this informative text presents and analyzes in depth the current
findings and the diverse lgbt and straight perspectives on the issue this insightful resource discusses in detail personal views the latest
theories and is extensively referenced bisexuality and same sex marriage is an essential volume for lgbt studies professionals
psychologists counselors educators students and interested general public this book was published as a special issue of the journal of
bisexuality
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The Sexes in Science and History
2022-09-16

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the sexes in science and history an inquiry into the dogma of woman s
inferiority to man by eliza burt gamble digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book
has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

The Sexes in Science and History
2023-06-20

reproduction of the original

The Sexes Throughout Nature
2024-02-29

reprint of the original first published in 1875

Male and Female
1949

sex gender presents a relatively new way to think about how biological difference can be produced over time in response to different
environmental and social experiences this book gives a clearly written explanation of the biological and cultural underpinnings of
gender anne fausto sterling provides an introduction to the biochemistry neurobiology and social construction of gender with expertise
and humor in a style accessible to a wide variety of readers in addition to the basics sex gender ponders the moral ethical social and
political side to this inescapable subject an interview with the author womr the lowdown with ira wood sex an gender identity with anne
fausto sterling publicbroadcasting net womr jukebox action viewmedia mediaid 1025429
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Sex/Gender
2012-04-27

everybody knows that men and women are different but behind this knowledge lies a certain uneasiness how different are they what is
the extent of the difference what significance does it have for the way male and female behave and are treated in society while the first
questions are factual ones the last is a question of value in practice of course fact and value are not always separated and the confusion
between them has been crucial in the debate about sex differences this debate has been carried on much more keenly during some
historical periods than others it seems to be revived at times when the existing roles and statuses of male and female are changing the
enduring questions are these does the source of the many differences between the sexes lie in biology or culture if biology determines
male and female roles how does it determine them how much influence does culture have these questions are more meaningful now
than they were in the previous debates about sex differences for the simple reason that we are now able to disregard if we wish almost
all the socalled consequences of the reproductive division between the sexes fertility control and the safe artificial feeding of infants
enable couples to choose when they shall have babies and who shall feed them the former is an achievement of personal relevance for
all women while the latter is of potential though usually underrated relevance to both sexes since it makes it possible to distribute both
the work and the joy of childrearing between people regardless of their biological sex that is it could bring men back into the home
introduction

Sex, Gender and Society
1972

we have discussed whether any conclusion to this book is really necessary the fact is that neither of us have a definite answer we are
inclined to believe that emphasizing certain points is necessary we both believe quite strongly in the acceptance of every human being
with all their flaws just as we want our flaws to be accepted that does not mean we accept or tolerate unacceptable behavior as a
woman i seek the strong emotional attachment with another human being whether it s with a man or a woman is immaterial to me i
believe this kind of connection is more important to women my interest in why we enter relationships and what we seek in them is what
motivated me to write this book i formulated the areas i wanted to discuss and laid out the chapters accordingly sex and the act of it is
not what this book is about this book is about relationships sex is a natural and basic part of human relationships and is therefore
discussed but as mentioned throughout it is a basic instinct and drives the male in a much different way than the female i realized
during the course of this writing that news on what people are currently up to has given us much to write about a few examples include
reggie white s ignorant and inane comments the sexual wanderings of a us president and picketing the funerals of barry goldwater and
frank sinatra who are labeled as the cause of gays and lesbians taking over our government and the entertainment industry this book is
not about gays or gay rights it is about people it is about you and me the way we relate to each other and the way we marry and live
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together

The Relations of the Sexes
2019-06-12

the united states constitution has already been interpreted to provide a variety of family related protections which if applied
consistently also protect same sex couples and their children only by radically reformulating and severely undermining existing
protections can courts and commentators justify the claim that the federal constitution does not offer a wealth of family protections
including the right to marry a same sex partner discussing the constitutional implications of civil unions with a special focus on how they
might be treated in the interstate context strasser explains how the courts and commentators have reworked and significantly
weakened a variety of constitutional protections in their attempts to establish that same sex couples are not afforded constitutional
protections he further suggests that the constitutional protections for religion support rather than undermine the constitutional
protection of same sex unions

Battle of the Sexes
2019-07

how our stone age brains made modern society and why it matters for relationships between men and women as countless love songs
movies and self help books attest men and women have long sought different things the result seemingly inevitable conflict yet we
belong to the most cooperative species on the planet isn t there a way we can use this capacity to achieve greater harmony and
equality between the sexes in the war of the sexes paul seabright argues that there is but first we must understand how the tension
between conflict and cooperation developed in our remote evolutionary past how it shaped the modern world and how it still holds us
back both at home and at work drawing on biology sociology anthropology and economics seabright shows that conflict between the
sexes is paradoxically the product of cooperation the evolutionary niche the long dependent childhood carved out by our ancestors
requires the highest level of cooperative talent but it also gives couples more to fight about men and women became experts at
influencing one another to achieve their cooperative ends but also became trapped in strategies of manipulation and deception in
pursuit of sex and partnership in early societies economic conditions moved the balance of power in favor of men as they cornered
scarce resources for use in the sexual bargain today conditions have changed beyond recognition yet inequalities between men and
women persist as the brains talents and preferences we inherited from our ancestors struggle to deal with the unpredictable forces
unleashed by the modern information economy men and women today have an unprecedented opportunity to achieve equal power and
respect but we need to understand the mixed inheritance of conflict and cooperation left to us by our primate ancestors if we are finally
to escape their legacy
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The Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex ... Second Edition, Revised
and Augmented, with Illustrations. Tenth Thousand
1874

in this fascinating study of relations between the sexes e b duffey explores the complex interplay between biology culture and social
structures with a focus on the historical and evolutionary foundations of gender relations this book provides valuable insight into the
ways in which our views of gender have been shaped by the societies in which we live duffey s work is an essential resource for anyone
interested in the social cultural and biological underpinnings of human sexuality this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

On Same-Sex Marriage, Civil Unions, and the Rule of Law
2002-10-30

provides a reassessment of the question of sexual difference taking into account shifts in feminist thought post humanist theories and
queer studies this collection of essays offers insights into the question of sexual difference from a post feminist perspective and how it is
reformulated in various related areas of study such as ontology

The War of the Sexes
2012

motherhood and the relationships of the sexes is a classical and a rare book that has been considered important throughout the human
history and so that this work is never forgotten we at alpha editions have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a
modern format for present and future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and redesigned these books are not
made of scanned copies of their original work and hence their text is clear and readable this remarkable book falls within the genres of
social sciences the family marriage sex and gender
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The Relations of the Sexes
2023-07-18

why can t a woman be more like a man what is this thing called feminine intuition why are men better at reading maps and women at
other people s characters the answers lie in the basic biological differences between the male and female brain which say the authors
make it impossible for the sexes to share equal emotional or intellectual qualities

Sex, Breath, and Force
2006

all men and both sexes explores the use of such universal terms as people man or human in early modern england from the civil war
through the enlightenment such language falsely implies inclusion of both men and women when actually it excludes women recent
scholarship has focused on the rights of man doctrine from the enlightenment and the french revolution as explanation for women s
exclusion from citizenship according to hilda smith we need to go back further to the english revolution and the more grounded but
equally restricted values tied to the free born englishman citing educational treatises advice literature to young people guild records
popular periodicals and parliamentary debates she demonstrates how the male maturation process came to define the qualities
attached to citizenship and responsible adulthood which in turn became the basis for modern individualism and liberalism by the
eighteenth century a new discourse of sensibility was describing women as dependent beings outside the state in a separate sphere
and in need of protection this excluded women from reform debates forcing them to seek not an extension of a democratic franchise
but a specific women s suffrage focused on gender difference

Motherhood and the Relationships of the Sexes
2024-03-10

during the successive reprints of the first edition of this work published in 1871 i was able to introduce several important corrections
and now that more time has elapsed i have endeavoured to profit by the fiery ordeal through which the book has passed and have
taken advantage of all the criticisms which seem to me sound i am also greatly indebted to a large number of correspondents for the
communication of a surprising number of new facts and remarks these have been so numerous that i have been able to use only the
more important ones and of these as well as of the more important corrections i will append a list some new illustrations have been
introduced and four of the old drawings have been replaced by better ones done from life by mr t w wood i must especially call
attention to some observations which i owe to the kindness of prof huxley given as a supplement at the end of part i on the nature of
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the differences between the brains of man and the higher apes i have been particularly glad to give these observations because during
the last few years several memoirs on the subject have appeared on the continent and their importance has been in some cases greatly
exaggerated by popular writers i may take this opportunity of remarking that my critics frequently assume that i attribute all changes of
corporeal structure and mental power exclusively to the natural selection of such variations as are often called spontaneous whereas
even in the first edition of the origin of species i distinctly stated that great weight must be attributed to the inherited effects of use and
disuse with respect both to the body and mind i also attributed some amount of modification to the direct and prolonged action of
changed conditions of life

Brain Sex
1992

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment
for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original
work

All Men and Both Sexes
2002

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book
without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1912 edition excerpt introduction the subject of true hermaphroditism or
bisexuality is one that for ages has absorbed the master minds of science and philosophy and the true cause of the phenomena of
hermaphroditism is one of the greatest of mysteries known to past generations in this work on bisexual man the authors set forth an
hypothesis as to the descent of the present human race from ancient bisexual ancestors contending that there has been an evolution of
separate sexes from bisexual man and that the present males and females or men and women are but the deteriorated representatives
of once superior human creatures bisexual beings also that what we have so long assumed to be a rare freak of nature i e
hermaphroditism is really but a partial return to the original type of perfect bisexual man it is to be noted that this hypothesis is in direct
opposition to the theory of descent from lower or anthropoidal types according to the darwinian hypothesis instead the authors present
the revolutionary theory of descent from superior bisexual beings through processes of degeneration with the implied countertheory of
the future ascent of present dependent unisexual beings to the original bisexual independent state through processes of regeneration
insomuch as the subject is a mooted and unproven one it is sincerely hoped that press and public will suspend judgment until the facts
proofs and conclusions herein presented are most carefully and scientifically reviewed in the spirit of earnest and conscientious inquiry
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after the truth in the first chapter of this volume we have compiled data which scientific research has obtained in regard to the present
condition of the sexes vestigial sexual organs hermaphroditism etc in order

The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex
2016-08-17

purchase of this book includes free trial access to million books com where you can read more than a million books for free this is an ocr
edition with typos excerpt from book chapter ii the sexes and criticism of sexual selection i to gain a firmer and broader foundation on
which to base a theory of the differences between the sexes it is necessary to take another review of the facts of the case instead of
considering the differences as they are expressed in the successive classes of animals it will be more convenient to arrange them for
themselves according as they affect habit size length of life and the like the review must again be merely representative without any
attempt at completeness male and female coccus insects a part of a cactus plant with the excrescences due to coccus insects b male c
female 2 general habit let us begin with an extreme yet well known case the female cochineal insect laden with reserve products in the
form of the well known pigment spendsmuch of its life like a mere quiescent gall on the cactus plant the male on the other hand in his
adult state is agile restless and short lived now this is no mere curiosity of the entomologist but in reality a vivid emblem of what is an
aver age truth throughout the world of animals the preponderating passivity of the females the predominant activity of the males these
coccus insects are the martyrs of their respective sexes take another illustration again somewhat extreme there is a troublesome
threadworm heterodcra schachtii infesting the turnip plant which parallels in more ways than one the contrast of the coccus insects the
adult male is agile and like many another threadworm the adult female however is quiescent and bloated like a drawn out lemon it may
be asked how ever is not this merely the natural nemesis of parasitism the life history answers this objection the tw

The Sexes Compared
2009-04

this varied and impressive volume is a record of the major presentations at the nato advanced research workshop on the development
of sex differences and similarities in behavior held at chateau de bonas gers france july 14 18 1992

Bi-Sexual Man; Or, Evolution of the Sexes
2013-09

a rare pleasure rooting gender and consumption in the actions of people making their own history these brilliant essays move from
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nineteenth century pinups to the formation of gendered modernity once you ve savored this volume you ll never think of modern life in
the same way again temma kaplan author of red city blue period

The Evolution of Sex
2012-06

one of the preeminent natural philosophers of the enlightenment benjamin thompson started out as a farm boy with a practical turn of
mind his inventions include the rumford fireplace insulated clothing the thermos convection ovens double boilers double paned glass
and an improved sloop he was knighted by king george iii and became a count of the holy roman emperor thompson s popularity with
women eclipsed his achievements though he was married twice and had affairs with many other prominent women including the wife of
boston printer isaiah thomas and that of a doctor who would crew the first balloon to cross the english channel he even fathered a child
by the court mistress of the prince elector and had affairs with several other german noblewomen drawing on thompson s
correspondence and diaries this book examines his friendships and romantic relationships

The Development of Sex Differences and Similarities in Behavior
1993

this book examines the impact of scientific and sexologic theories on the creation of character in the prose of two moderns hemingway
and h d

The Sex of Things
1996

through examples and case studies from companies like kodak nike nintendo home depot proctor gamble avon and disney this book
maintains that ignoring gender balance actually impedes the true potential of any business

Sex and the Scientist
2018-01-19

this volume collects and introduces some of the best writing on sexual behaviour and gender differences in ancient greece and rome
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including four chapters newly translated from german and french for centuries discussions of sexuality and gender in the ancient world
if they took place at all focussed on how the roles and spheres of the sexes were divided while men occupied the public sphere of the
community ranged through the greek and roman worlds and participated in politics courts theatre and sport women kept to the home
sex occupied a separate sphere in scholarly terms restricted to specialists in ancient medicine and then the subjects were transformed
first by sir kenneth dover then by michel foucault this book charts and illustrates the extraordinary evolution of scholarly investigation of
a once hidden aspect of the ancient world in doing so it sheds light on fascinating and curious aspects of ancient lives and thought

Same-Sex Desire and the Environment in Norwegian Literature, 1908–1979
2013-10-08

originally published in english in 1927 this study discusses the physical differences between men and women and how this affected the
views of men and women of society with all known information at the time the author also details perceived mental differences between
the sexes and finishes with a brief cultural history of women s place in society this title will be of interest to students of gender studies
and history

Sex Theories and the Shaping of Two Moderns
2008-08-25

this is a study of debate over sexuality and sexual morality that roiled politics in germany between 1880 and 1914 all parties involved
understood it to be a debate over the most fundamental question of modern political life how to secure both national power and
individual freedom in the context of rapid social and cultural change

Leadership and the Sexes
1917

on gender and communication

Motherhood and the Relationships of the Sexes
1838
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this is a new release of the original 1912 edition

Letters on the Equality of the Sexes, and the Condition of Woman
2019-07-30

based on a series shown on cable s the learning channel a famous behaviorist shares his original and often startling take on human
nature gender roles and the equality between men and women that appears our ancestral cultures

Sex and Difference in Ancient Greece and Rome
2017-07-12

mary wollstonecraft wrote these two novellas at the beginning and end of her years of writing and political activism though written at
different times they explore some of the same issues ideals of femininity as celebrated by the cult of sensibility the unequal education
of women and domestic subjugation mary counters the contemporary trend of weak emotional heroines with the story of an intelligent
and creative young woman who educates herself through her close friendships with men and women darker and more overtly feminist
the wrongs of woman is set in an insane asylum where a young woman has been wrongly imprisoned by her husband by presenting the
novellas in light of such texts as wollstonecraft s letters her polemical and educational prose similar works by other feminists and
political reformists the literature of sentiment and contemporary medical texts this edition encourages an appreciation of the
complexity and sophistication of wollstonecraft s writing goals as a radical feminist in the 1790s

The Opposite Sexes
2014-02-17

academic superstars andrew ross edward said and henry louis gates jr bad boy filmmakers quentin tarantino spike lee and brian de
palma what do these influential contemporary figures have in common in cool men and the second sex susan fraiman identifies them all
with cool masculinity and boldly unpacks the gender politics of their work according to fraiman cool men rebel against a mainstream
defined as maternal bad boys resist the authority of women and banish mothers to the realm of the uncool as a result despite their
hipness or because of it these men too often feel free to ignore the insights of feminist thinkers through subtle close readings fraiman
shows that even gates champion of black women s writing and even queer theorists bent on undoing gender binaries at times end up
devaluing women in favor of men and masculinity a wide ranging and fair minded analysis cool men acknowledges the invaluable
contributions of its subjects while also deciphering the gender codes and baring the contradictions implicit in their work affirming the
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legacy of second wave feminist scholars and drawing as well on the intersectional work of third wavers cool men helps to reinvent
feminist critique for the twenty first century

Sex, Freedom, and Power in Imperial Germany, 1880–1914
1875

in our society the argument for or against same sex marriage becomes even more heated when the debate turns to bisexual women
and men bisexuality and same sex marriage thoughtfully explores this debate from a wide range of interdisciplinary perspectives
presenting respected scholars from fields as diverse as american studies communication criminology human and organizational systems
law and social policy lgbt studies organizational behavior psychology sociology women s studies and queer studies this clear viewed
volume is organized into three perspectives theoretical research and personal that frame the debate from a macro to micro level of
analysis this book goes beyond the intense acrimony and divisiveness to rationally examine the issue from various viewpoints and
through the latest research this informative text presents and analyzes in depth the current findings and the diverse lgbt and straight
perspectives on the issue this insightful resource discusses in detail personal views the latest theories and is extensively referenced
bisexuality and same sex marriage is an essential volume for lgbt studies professionals psychologists counselors educators students
and interested general public this book was published as a special issue of the journal of bisexuality

The Popular Science Monthly
1997

Communication and the Sexes
2014-03

Bisexual Man
2015-08-08
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Letters on the Equality of the Sexes, and the Condition of Woman: Addressed to
Mary S. Parker
1997

The Human Sexes
2012-04-05

Mary, A Fiction and The Wrongs of Woman, or Maria
2003-10-22

Cool Men and the Second Sex
1871

“The” Academy
2014-06-03

Bisexuality and Same-Sex Marriage
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